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Abstract—We present a loadable and erasable all-optical fiber
storage buffer based on parametric gain and cross-phase modulation (XPM) loading. The gain is provided by a phase-sensitive amplifier (PSA), implemented as a Sagnac interferometer, and relies
on the nonlinear interaction within standard dispersion-shifted
fiber. PSAs inherently have the property of stabilizing ones and
zeros and thus eliminate the need to use optical filters within the
buffer, or the need for any other kind of intensity discriminator.
The action of the PSA is then twofold. It provides the gain and
also achieves bistability of the buffer, which gives it an advantage
over a linear amplifier such as erbium-doped fiber amplifier for
our experimental configuration. External data are written into the
buffer using wavelength-induced XPM. This method is insensitive
to the optical phase of the incoming data and thus does not
require tracking of its phase. The buffer is erased by employing a
nonlinear optical loop mirror as a switch. We demonstrate storage
of picosecond pulse packets at bit rates of 1 Gb/s for periods of
time up to 1 ms.
Index Terms—Fiber optic communications, fibers, nonlinear
optics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
EALIZATION of high-speed optical networks would rely
on some key enabling technologies, some of which include high-speed optical sources, optical switches, clock recovery, wavelength converters, and optical buffers [1]. Buffering
can provide for contention resolution. At the receiver, optical
buffers are employed when the receiver is incapable of processing data fast enough. Optical buffers accept and store packets
at the full bit rate, while the receiver reads it out at a slower
rate. Buffers are also useful in storing the high-rate data, while
its rate is converted to interface with low-speed electronics. An
optical buffer is critical for low packet-loss probability in future
photonic packet-switched networks. In particular, they would
be required to store packets during rate conversion and header
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processing, and to overcome the receiver bottleneck. They
would be required for queuing packets while transmitters await
access to the network. In general, optical buffers are essential
to provide the increased functionality needed to implement
networking functions and provide the ability to manipulate bit
streams at ultrahigh bit rates [2], [3].
Two requirements of an optical buffer are preservation of
timing of pulses and bistability, i.e., simultaneous stability for
both ones and zeros [4], [5]. Several types of optical buffers
have been demonstrated based on recirculating or regenerative
fiber loops. Recirculating storage buffers have conventionally
been realized using erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) as
the gain element and require amplitude modulation using either an electro-optic modulator or a cross-gain saturation in
a semiconductor optical amplifier to provide timing stability
[6]–[8]. In addition, a filter is required to reject the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and thus prevents the noise
from building up in the zero time slots. Storage has been demonstrated up to rates of 40 Gb/s [6]. Here the speed of the
modulator limits the speed of the optical buffer. Regenerative
storage rings availing fiber-optic gates have achieved storage
up to rates of 1 Gb/s [9]–[11], and also at 40 [12] and 20 Gb/s
[13] by using an ultrafast nonlinear interferometer [14]. A totally different approach to the buffer design makes use of
parametric amplification to nullify the round-trip linear loss
within the storage buffer.
Previously, we have demonstrated buffers employing phasesensitive [15], [16] and phase-insensitive [18] parametric amplification to compensate the round-trip loss in the buffer.
Phase-sensitive amplifiers (PSAs) are self-stabilizing and have
been shown to exhibit several useful properties such as near
0 dB noise figure and low soliton timing jitter. These two
properties control the noise within the cavity and thus ensure
that the pulse does not stray from its proper timing and that
zeros remain zeros. One can exploit these useful properties of
PSAs to implement buffers without having to use modulators
or filters [19], [20], which simplify their design considerably.
Thus, PSAs not only provide gain within the buffer but also
have pulse shaping and noise reduction properties that help
mitigate signal deterioration. This is the motivation to design
an all-optical storage device that utilizes PSAs. The PSA is
implemented as a nonlinear fiber Sagnac interferometer (NFSI)
[21]. This configuration helps to conveniently separate the
pump and the stored signal.
Earlier, we reported experimental results on storage [17]. In
this paper, we elaborate on the principles and performance of
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Fig. 1. Experimental configuration of the 32-b storage buffer utilizing XPM loading and phase-sensitive amplification. AM: amplitude modulator; EDFA: erbiumdoped fiber amplifier; FPC: fiber polarization controller; PSA: phase-sensitive amplifier; DSF: dispersion-shifted fiber; SMF-28: single-mode fiber; BWDM:
bandpass wavelength division multiplexer.

this buffer. In an all-optical communication network, data are
required to be “written” or “loaded” into the buffer optically.
In this paper, loading of externally generated data packets by
phase-insensitive wavelength-induced cross-phase modulation
(XPM) within a Sagnac interferometer PSA is described [16].
This method of loading eliminates the need to match the
phase of the incoming data to that of the local pump. In the
absence of XPM, the Sagnac interferometer behaves like a
mirror. Through XPM, the data pulses introduce a relative
phase shift between counter-propagating pump pulses inside a
Sagnac interferometer PSA. This switches or loads a copy of
the externally generated data pulses at the pump wavelength
into the storage buffer. Once externally generated data have
been optically loaded and stored within the fiber buffer, it
might be required to be “unloaded” or “erased” (in order to
load and store new data). This is also implemented optically
here. A nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) is used as an
optical switch within the buffer. During storage, the NOLM
acts as a mirror, while during erasure of the buffer, it acts as
a switch and switches the stored data out of the buffer. The
buffer is erased once the stored data are switched out of the
buffer [17].
II. E XPERIMENTAL C ONFIGURATION
The experimental system is shown in Fig. 1. Implementation
of wavelength-induced XPM requires synchronized sources

at different wavelengths. In our system, two passively modelocked Er:Yb-doped fiber lasers using loss modulation in a fast
saturable absorber (SA) are used. The master laser is a linear
cavity laser and is used to injection lock a similar fiber laser
once the optical paths of the two cavities have been matched.
Both lasers have a fundamental repetition rate of 14.13 MHz
and are tunable in wavelength. The master laser has an average
output power of 1.5 mW (21 W peak power) and its wavelength
is tuned to 1536.5 nm. It produces 5-ps (full-width at halfmaximum) transform-limited pulses. The slave laser generates
7-ps pulses, has an average output power of 0.5 mW (5 W peak
power), and its wavelength is set to 1546 nm.
The output pulses from the master laser at a wavelength
of 1536.5 nm are modulated using an electro-optic amplitude
modulator (AM). The AM is driven by a pattern-generating
timing circuit that is synchronized to the master laser output.
The bit rate is 14.13 Mb/s at this point. The modulator generates
32-b binary data packets consisting of eight ones followed by
24 zeros. It is worth noting that the choice of eight successive
ones followed by 24 zeros was completely arbitrary and was
prompted by our method of using a slow photodiode to observe
long-term storage. The output of the modulator is amplified to
an average power of 1 mW. Now the pump pulses and data
packets are both inputted to an optical multiplexer. The optical
multiplexer is used to scale the bit rate from 14 Mb/s to 1 Gb/s.
It consists of 50/50 couplers with a fixed delay incorporated
between the two output ports of the couplers to generate
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(a) 1 Gb/s data packet and (b) pump pattern produced by the optical multiplexer.

1 Gb/s data and pump pulses. The data pattern at a wavelength
of 1536.5 nm and at a bit rate of 1 Gb/s consists of 11001100
with each bit separated by 1 ns. The corresponding pump at
a bit rate of 1 Gb/s will have to be all ones and thus consists
of 11111111. The data and the corresponding pump pattern
are shown in Fig. 2. Fiber polarization controllers (FPCs) are
also used at appropriate positions to ensure that all the pulses in
the pump and data pattern have the same polarization. In order
to observe storage, it is critical to have all pump pulses in the
1 Gb/s pulse stream of the same polarization. Once the bit rate
of both pump and data is increased to 1 Gb/s, fiber-coupled
optical bandpass filters are used in each arm to select the
wavelength. Thus, the pump is set to a wavelength of 1546 nm
and the data are set to a wavelength of 1536.5 nm.
In this way, the data packet is modulated by an AM and
an optical multiplexer. The AM is used to turn ON eight (or
one, depending on the configuration of the timing circuit to
the modulator) data packets and then block the next 504 (or
63) packets. Each data packet consists of 32 B of information
of which 8 B is ON and 24 B OFF. Each byte of information
is modulated by the optical multiplexer and consists of the
data pattern 11001100 at a bit rate of 1 Gb/s. Hence, data
are presented to the buffer eight (or one) times (for loading)
and then switched OFF for 1.14 ms (or 140 µs), during which
storage occurs.
The pump pulses at a wavelength of 1546 nm are now
amplified to an average power of 25 mW (30 W peak power),
while the data pulses are amplified to an average power of
0.7 mW (1.75 W peak power). FPCs are used in both pump and
data arms to align the polarizations optimally for XPM switching. For a very effective nonlinear interaction in the dispersionshifted fiber (DSF) fiber within the NFSI, the pump and data
pulses must exactly overlap. This requires fine adjustment of
the optical paths of pump and data arms and is achieved by
means of a tunable delay line placed in the data arm.
The PSA that was configured as an NFSI consists of a
3-dB coupler whose output ports are spliced to a 100-m length
of standard DSF with a zero-dispersion wavelength (λ0 ) of
1537 nm. An FPC within the interferometer is required to
bias it as a perfect reflector for pump pulses in the absence
of data pulses. The PSA also consists of two bandpass wavelength division multiplexers (BWDMs) that are wavelength
selective couplers. The first BWDM is used to multiplex the

pump and data pulses, whereas the second BWDM placed after
the dispersion-shifted fiber is used to couple the data pulses
(1536.5 nm) out of the PSA, while transmitting the pump pulses
(1546 nm). The pump pulses are injected at one input port
AA1 of the 3-dB coupler. The second input port AB1 is connected to a 10/90 coupler and a fiber polarization controller. The
storage line is terminated either in an end-mirror (for the storage
experiments) or in a NOLM (for the erasure experiments). The
end-mirror has a transmission of 15% and is placed on a translation stage in order to adjust the length of the storage buffer
(formed by the storage line and the PSA) to accommodate
exactly 32 B of data (or one packet). This ensures that the stored
pulses (in a byte) after every round-trip overlapped with the
corresponding pump pulses (in a byte) in the PSA and were
then amplified. The storage buffer has a round-trip length of
approximately 453 m, which is the length required to store 32 B.
The NOLM is formed with a 50/50 coupler, whose output ports
are spliced to 320 m of DSF with a zero-dispersion wavelength
(λ0 ) of 1538 nm. Also included in this loop is an FPC to bias
the NOLM as a perfect reflector in the absence of a control
pulse. The NOLM will be described later in greater detail in
the section describing erasure of the buffer. Once the data are
loaded into the storage line, it can be maintained as long as
the loss of the fiber buffer (PSA + storage line) is equalized
by the gain of the PSA. As the switched signal propagates in
the storage line, it undergoes both linear and nonlinear phase
shifts. If the relative phases of this returning signal pulse and
the pulse used to pump the PSA are optimum for amplification
by the PSA, the signal is amplified sufficiently to overcome the
round-trip loss of the buffer and is thus stored.
III. PSA G AIN
We first tested the PSA by disconnecting the storage line at
AD1 (see Fig. 1). The output of a passively mode-locked fiber
laser is split and amplified to generate the pump and data pulse
streams, with FPCs to control their polarization. The pump
is connected to one input port AA1 of the PSA and the data
are injected into the PSA via the 10% port AD2 of the 10/90
coupler, which is connected to the second input port of the
PSA. For this experiment, the radio frequency (RF) drive to the
modulator is turned off and the multiplexer is also removed.
The PSA that was configured as a Sagnac interferometer works
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as a reflector in the absence of data pulses. The pump leakage
at port AD1 is 0.03% and can be neglected. The pump and data
paths are matched and their polarization is optimally aligned.
The amplified signal, observed at AD1, slowly varies through a
maximum and a minimum corresponding to amplification and
deamplification according to (1), which is the PSA gain derived
for continuous wave (CW) excitation [22].

Po
Po
2
2
sin (∆θ ) +
cos(δ ) sin(2∆θ ) (1)
Gs = cos (∆θ ) +
So
So
where the nonlinear phase shift is
√
∆θ = γ L Po So sin(δ )

(2)

γ = 2π n2 /λAeff , and δ is the initial phase difference between
the pump and the data. Maximum gain occurs for sin(δ ) = 1
and defines the signal gain quadrature. The amplification and
deamplification of the signal occur due to a phase drift between
the data and the pump, resulting from random variations in the
path length along the pump and data arms. To find the gain of
the PSA (neglecting losses), the reflected signal at port AD1 in
the absence of pump pulses is compared to the amplified signal
at port AD1 in the presence of pump pulses.
By alternately varying the pump and data average powers,
the gain of the PSA is characterized. Fig. 3 shows the gain as a
function of peak pump power for various input data powers. The
lines represent the theoretical gain according to (1) for average
data powers of 41 µW (solid line) and 150 µW (dashed line).
The solid points represent the experimental gain data obtained
from the PSA for average data powers of 41 µW (solid circle)
and 150 µW (solid triangle). Values of various parameters used
here are n2 (fiber nonlinearity) = 3.2 × 10−20 m2 /W, λ =
1.55 µm, Aeff (effective area of fiber mode) = 6.3 × 10−11 m2 ,
and L (length of fiber) = 53 m. Po (So ) is the peak power of
pump (data) pulses. As seen in Fig. 3, mostly there is good
agreement between the theoretical and the experimental gains.
It must be noted that the experimental data plotted here are for
a pulsed pump. Hence, the signal gain is slightly different from
that predicted by the CW theory used to derive (1).
IV. XPM S WITCHING
XPM is employed to load the external data into the storage
buffer in a phase-insensitive manner. Using XPM, it is possible
to switch the power of the pump pulses in the NFSI to the
storage line. The NFSI is based on the relative phase shift
between two counter-propagating pulses caused by a control
pulse (data pulses in this case). In the absence of data (zero
pulse), the interferometer is a perfect mirror and the entire
pump is reflected back without any being switched (i.e., a
zero is switched). With data injected (one pulse) at a different
wavelength from the pump, there is a phase imbalance due
to XPM and the interferometer is no longer a perfect mirror.
Thus, some part of the pump is switched over (i.e., a one
is switched). Hence, the NFSI copies the data pattern onto
the pump wavelength and switches it into the fiber storage

Fig. 3. Measured PSA gain (symbols) as a function of peak pump power for
41 µW (solid circle) and 150 µW (solid triangle) of average input data power.
Dashed and solid lines are theoretical fits.

line. Once the data pattern is written into the buffer, it needs
to be amplified by the PSA in order to be stored. Next we
measure the switched pump power for various values of data
power and compare the experimentally observed results with
the theoretical values, which are obtained from the following
equation:
 x
φ2
2
x
x
P1 = P0 sin
(3)
2
where P0x is the peak input pump power in x̂ polarization and
P1x is the peak switched pump power in x̂ polarization.


φ2x = γ L 2Psx
(4)
where γ = 2π n2 /λ Aeff , L is the length of fiber, and Psx is the
peak data power in x̂ polarization. The ratio of switched pump
to input pump power is given by
 x
P1x
φ2
2
(5)
.
x = sin
P0
2
To measure the percentage of switched pump power, the
storage line is disconnected at AD1. The pump (1546 nm) is
input at AA1 and the data (1536.5 nm) are introduced into the
NFSI through BWDM1 at port B1. For this experiment, the RF
drive to the modulator is turned off. The pump and data arms
are path matched and their polarization is optimally aligned.
The NFSI works as a reflector in the absence of data and hence
the pump is entirely reflected back. The pump leakage at port
AD1 is negligible. The data power is varied and the switched
pump power is measured at port AD1.
Fig. 4 shows the percentage of switched pump power as a
function of the peak data power. The solid triangles represent
the experimentally observed values, while the line is the theoretical curve obtained from (5). Values of various parameters
used here are n2 = 3.2 × 10−20 m2 /W, λ = 1.55 µm, Aeff =
6.3 × 10−11 m2 , and L = 100 m. As seen in Fig. 4, mostly there
is good agreement between the theoretical and the experimental
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Fig. 4. Experimentally measured switched pump (triangle) as a function of
peak pump power. The solid line is a theoretical fit.

values. The data point at a peak power of approximately 3 W
does not fit very well to the theoretical curve. In this case, it
is likely that the system was not optimized in terms of path
matching and polarization.
V. S TORAGE E XPERIMENTS
To demonstrate storage of the 1 Gb/s data pattern, the NFSI
is set to be maximally reflecting for pump pulses in the absence
of data pulses. Thus the pump leakage is minimized at AD2 by
adjusting FPC1. The pump pulses are amplified to an average
power of 25 mW (30 W peak power), while the data pulses
are amplified to an average power of 0.7 mW. Then the pump
and data arms are path matched so that the two pulses overlap
within the interferometer after BWDM1 at B3. Finally, their
polarizations are adjusted to observe maximum switching at a
pump wavelength of 1546 nm at port AD2. The storage line
comprising of 170 m of the SMF-28 fiber and a movable endmirror is connected to port AD1. The positions of the endmirror and FPC2 within the storage line are adjusted to get
oscillations of the pump leakage. Once these oscillations are
observed, it can be concluded that the optical path length of
the buffer is an integral multiple of the optical path length of
the laser sources. In this case, the buffer length is 32 times
that of the laser cavity length. It is critical to adjust the buffer
cavity length in order to ensure that the stored signal byte
reflected from the end-mirror towards the PSA overlaps exactly
with a byte of pump pulses injected at AA1. FPC2 is adjusted
optimally to ensure that the returning pulse has the correct
phase and polarization in order to be amplified by the PSA.
In other words, oscillations of the pump leakage indicate that
the gain of the PSA is sufficient to overcome the round-trip
loss of the buffer. The round-trip loss of the buffer (PSA and
storage line) is 10 dB. Once a copy of the data pattern is loaded,
it is amplified by the PSA and hence stored. Storage requires
control of the phase difference between the stored pattern and
the incoming pump pulses. We did not actively stabilize this
phase. From time to time this phase was optimum and storage
was observed.
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The contents of the storage line are monitored by means
of a slow detector (100-ns response time) placed after the
partially transmitting end-mirror. The slow detector is used to
monitor the long-term storage within the buffer. The output of
the photodetector is recorded on a 200-MHz digital sampling
scope (Lecroy 9304A). In order to check maintenance of the
1 Gb/s data pattern, a fast detector with a bandwidth greater
than 1 GHz is employed. The output of this fast photodiode
is recorded on a real-time sampling scope with a sampling
rate of 4 GSamples/s (HP54720A). Hence, in order to check
the reliability of the stored data packets, two photodiodes are
required: a slow one for checking the total storage time, and a
fast photodiode to ensure maintenance of ones and zeros in the
1 Gb/s B of data.
Fig. 5 illustrates the storage results obtained for a 1 Gb/s
data pattern loaded in the buffer through XPM and stored
using phase-sensitive amplification. In this figure, the three
traces show the long-term storage results observed with the
slow photodiode connected to the 200-MHz digital sampling
scope. As is evident in these traces, each individual packet is
not visible. Instead, each individual packet is seen represented
by a peak. Storage is observed for 1 ms as shown by the three
traces in Fig. 5. Initially, the eight XPM-loading events are seen
followed by storage of these loaded packets for approximately
450 circulations within the buffer. The structure seen during
the initial eight XPM-loading events can be explained by PSA
gain saturation and is due to injected data packets. Each of
these eight loaded packets (except the first one) consists of two
packets: the injected data packet, and the stored packet after
one round-trip. These two packets have similar phases because
they add constructively. Hence, the loaded packets are seen to
have gradually increasing amplitudes. Once the optical power
within the buffer is sufficient to saturate the PSA, the gain is
lower than the total buffer loss. When the power in the storage
line is low enough and the PSA is no longer saturated, the PSA
gain equals the buffer loss. Then the stored packets settle to
a stable amplitude. Stored packets are seen for the next 450
round-trips.
Fig. 6 shows an expanded view of the stored packets. These
traces display the response of the slow photodiode clearly. The
slow photodiode cannot respond to each individual pulse in the
byte of data. Hence, each byte is seen represented as a spike
in Fig. 5. The slow photodiode charges for every byte that is
ON , but is unable to discharge completely between successive
bytes. The eight spikes thus correspond to the 8 B that is ON.
After these 8 B, the photodiode discharges slowly as the next
24 B that is OFF arrives, until the next packet of 8 B ON and
24 B OFF arrive, where it then begins to charge again. Fig. 6(a)
shows the stored packets after 320 µs, while Fig. 6(b) shows the
stored packets sometime in the middle of the storage time, after
630 µs. Fig. 6(c) shows the stored packets towards the end of
the storage time at 975 µs. It is apparent that the 32-B packet is
maintained.
It is now left to see that the 1 Gb/s data pattern generated by
the optical multiplexer placed after the AM is also preserved.
For this, the contents of the storage buffer are monitored with
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Fig. 6. Expanded view of the stored packets within the buffer. (a) After
320 µs. (b) After 630 µs. (c) After 975 µs.
Fig. 5. Long-term storage of data at 1 Gb/s within the buffer observed using a
slow photodiode. Storage is observed for 1 ms. (a) 0–325 µs. (b) 325–650 µs.
(c) 650–975 µs.

a fast photodiode connected to a fast real-time sampling scope.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The 1 Gb/s data pattern is shown after a delay of 250,
400, and 600 µs in the three traces in Fig. 7. As is evident,
the data pattern 11001100 is maintained without any apparent
degradation in the extinction ratio for ones and zeros. Thus,
ones remain ones and zeros remain zeros.
We strived to have all pulses in the pump pulse stream to be
of the same polarization. Nevertheless, the pump pulses did not
have exactly the same polarization, owing to the experimental
difficulty of setting various FPCs, and hence the corresponding
stored signal pulses do not see the same gain. This could
be one reason that the pulses in the stored byte (shown in
Fig. 7) do not have the same amplitude. Nevertheless, the

fact that the different pulses in the stored byte stabilize at a
different peak power is an important experimental observation.
Further theoretical work is needed to understand this behavior,
as this is not predicted by the previous theoretical studies
[19], [23], [24].
The above data show storage for 1 ms, corresponding to
almost 450 circulations within the buffer. It was not possible
to record storage for a duration longer than 1 ms because
the sampling scope used to record long-term storage did not
have sufficient memory depth to go to longer time scales.
Nevertheless, we expect milliseconds to be the typical storage
time for a buffer employing phase-sensitive amplification. If the
phase of this buffer is stabilized, then the storage times could be
much higher.
It should be noted that it is not necessary to present the
external data packets eight times to the buffer. This was done
here as the timing circuit to the AM was configured in this
manner. Single-shot loading can be achieved if the external
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Fig. 7. Close-up view of the 1 Gb/s stored bytes within the buffer. (a) After
250 µs. (b) After 400 µs. (c) After 600 µs.

data packet has sufficient power to initiate storage and was also
observed in our experiments.
A. Inverted Storage
Besides the storage results presented in the previous section,
there were other unexpected observations while performing
the experiments, one of which is the occurrence of “inverted
storage.” We did not extensively investigate this, but discuss it
briefly here.
The storage line was optimized and the pump and data arms
were path matched in order to observe loading of the external
data packets. Long-term storage was monitored by a slow
photodiode (100-ns response time) placed after the partially
transmitting end-mirror. The photodiode was connected to a
200-MHz digital sampling scope. Fig. 8 illustrates the results
obtained. Fig. 8(a) shows the eight XPM-loaded packets followed by the “inverted storage” for 200 µs. Fig. 8(b) and (c)
shows expanded views of the stored packets after 65 µs and

Fig. 8. Output of the storage buffer illustrating an “inverted storage.”
(a) Inverted storage observed for 200 µs. (b) Expanded view of the stored
packets within the buffer after 65 µs and (c) after 185 µs.

after 185 µs, respectively. The response of the slow photodiode
to the 32-B data packet consisting of 8 B ON and 24 B OFF is
clearly seen, but is inverted. The photodiode cannot respond to
each individual pulse in the 1 Gb/s data byte. Hence, each byte
is seen represented as a spike.
It appears that there is a π phase shift between the loaded
and the stored packets. We are not sure about the reason for
this odd observance. One possibility is that the storage buffer
is oscillating when the loading packet arrives, with the phase
of the pulses such that the ones are erased. Such a scenario is
possible because the cavity phase was not stabilized, and would
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explain the observations. A detailed study through experiments
and simulations would be required to provide an insight into
this behavior of the storage buffer.
VI. E RASURE E XPERIMENTS
To demonstrate erasure of the buffer, port AD1 is connected
to the NOLM (cf. Fig. 1). A wavelength selective coupler
BWDM3 within the NOLM is used to multiplex pulses at two
wavelengths, i.e., the stored signal (1546 nm) and the control
pulse (1536.5 nm). It is a three-port device with a passband (P)
in 1525- to 1543-nm range and the reflection band (R) in the
1546- to 1565-nm range. The pump pulses are amplified to an
average power of 25 mW (30 W peak power), while the data
pulses are amplified to an average power of 0.7 mW. When
storage is desired, the NOLM works as a perfect mirror. This
is achieved by means of FPC3 placed within the NOLM. The
NOLM is configured as a switch when the buffer is required to
be unloaded. For this purpose, a control signal is introduced in
the NOLM through BWDM3 at a wavelength of 1536.5 nm.
The clockwise-propagating stored pulses (1546 nm) within
the NOLM see XPM due to this control signal, whereas the
counter-clockwise propagating stored pulses do not undergo
XPM. This leads to a differential phase shift between the two
counter-propagating pulses within the NOLM. The NOLM is
no longer a perfect reflector, and the stored packets are switched
to port ER2 (see Fig. 1), and thus out of the buffer. With
stored packets no longer directed towards the PSA, the buffer
is unloaded. An optical bandpass filter set to a wavelength of
1546 nm and with a bandwidth of 1 nm is used at port ER2
of the NOLM to view the stored packets that are switched out
of the buffer. The path of the control signal consists of an
EDFA (to amplify to an average power of 1 mW), an FPC
(to align polarization), and a tunable delay line. The control
pulse and the stored signal pulse must overlap exactly within the
NOLM after BWDM3. The tunable delay line helps to achieve
this. The path length of the control pulse is longer by 32 B,
corresponding to a fiber length of about 453 m. Hence, the
control pulses meet the stored signal packet after a delay of one
packet or 32 B.
The 1 Gb/s data pattern at a wavelength of 1536.5 nm is
loaded into the storage line using XPM of the pump (1546 nm)
by the data. Pump leakage at AD2 is minimized by adjusting
FPC1 so that the NFSI is a perfect mirror in the absence of
data pulses. In order to achieve maximum switching, the pump
and data arms are path matched (so that they overlap within the
interferometer) and their polarization is adjusted using FPCs
placed in both pump and data arms. Then XPM results in the
data pattern being copied into the storage line but at the pump
wavelength. The length of the entire buffer (PSA + NOLM) is
optimized so that a stored signal byte (1 Gb/s bit rate) returning
towards the PSA overlaps exactly with the corresponding pump
pulses to see maximum gain. To observe storage, the NOLM
with 320 m of DSF is configured to be maximally reflecting
by adjusting FPC3. Leakage is minimized at ER2 to about
2%. This high leakage is attributed to nonoptimal adjustment

Fig. 9. Output of the storage buffer in the absence of control signal shown at
port AD2 (lower trace) and port ER2 (upper trace).

of FPC3. In order to get oscillations of the pump leakage,
the cavity lengths of the master and slave lasers are adjusted.
Once these oscillations are observed, it can be concluded that
the optical path length of the buffer is an integral multiple
of the cavity length of the laser sources. In this case, it is
32 times the laser cavity length. FPC2 is also required to be
adjusted to ensure that the returning stored pulses have the
correct polarization and are thus amplified by the PSA. Strong
oscillations of the pump leakage indicate that the buffer length
is optimal and that the PSA has sufficient gain to overcome the
linear round-trip loss. The contents of the buffer are monitored
at ports AD2 and ER2. Port ER2 gives information of the data
that are switched out of the buffer. A 1-nm optical bandpass
filter centered at 1546 nm is connected to port ER2. Slow
photodiodes are used and are connected to a 200-MHz digital
sampling scope.
Fig. 9 depicts the output at ports AD2 (lower trace) and ER2
(upper trace). At AD2, the first XPM-loaded packet envelope
is seen followed by stored packets for about 100 µs. In this
trace, each individual packet is seen as a peak only. At ER2,
only a small leakage is observed because the NOLM reflects the
stored packets back towards the PSA and nothing is switched
out at ER2. Now, control pulses at a wavelength of 1536.5 nm
are injected into the NOLM through BWDM3. Note that the
loaded and stored packets are at a wavelength of 1546 nm.
Fig. 10 displays the output at ports AD2 (lower trace) and ER2
(upper trace) with control pulses injected at BWDM3. It must
be noted that the control pulses are injected with a delay of
one packet (32 B). This allows us to see the first loaded packet
at AD2 followed by a stored packet, because by this time the
control pulses have yet to be injected. During this time, only
a small leakage is observed at ER2. After this, the control
pulses switch out the stored packets to port ER2 rather than
reflecting them back towards the PSA. Hence, no more stored
packets are visible at AD2. [There is seemingly another packet,
but this is due to the Fresnel reflection of the injected control
signal (λ = 1536.5 nm) and can be removed by an optical filter
centered at a wavelength of 1546 nm.] The corresponding trace
at ER2 also indicates that after the first stored packet, the next
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it to switch out the stored data packets from the buffer. Thus,
erasure of the buffer was demonstrated.
Apart from the advantage of ultrahigh-speed operation (potentially Tb/s or greater), incorporation of a PSA provides for
additional functionalities along with gain such as pulse shaping,
reduced timing jitter, and noise reduction, thus mitigating signal deterioration and enhancing the stability properties of the
storage ring. In other words, in our approach the PSA alone
provides for gain, timing, ASE suppression, and bistability. As
is the case with many other storage buffer implementations, this
approach does not feature some practical functionalities such as
random access buffering, variable packet lengths, and variable
storage times.
Fig. 10. Output of the storage buffer in the presence of control signal shown
at port AD2 (lower trace) and port ER2 (upper trace).

stored packet is switched out and is thus visible at ER2. After
this, there are no more stored packets within the buffer and
hence nothing is observed either at AD2 or at ER2. Hence, the
buffer contents are emptied or the buffer is erased using XPM
within a NOLM.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In summary, all-optical storage of picosecond pulse packets
at a data rate of 1 Gb/s has been demonstrated for periods
of time up to 1 ms. The storage device incorporates a PSA
to offset the linear loss of the storage line. Loading of the
buffer is achieved by wavelength-induced XPM. While we
could not observe storage for times longer than 1 ms (due to
limitations imposed by our digital sampling scope), we do not
expect to see much longer storage times because environmental
fluctuations are on the order of a millisecond and would thus
prevent very much longer storage times. It should be noted
that for most applications in an optical network, a 1-ms storage
time is more than sufficient. Nevertheless, stabilization of the
phase of the storage buffer should lead to an improvement in
the duration of the observed storage. Speed limitation of the
diagnostic instrumentation prevented from recording storage at
higher bit rates. The operation of this buffer is scalable to much
higher bit rates such as 40 Gb/s, which is compatible with
present and future photonic networks. This is due to the fact
that the inherent mechanism of this device, which is the fiber
nonlinearity, is ultrafast. The response time of the nonlinear
refractive index of the fiber is in the femtosecond regime.
Hence, the inherent working mechanism of the buffer is not a
limitation at higher data rates. High peak power, however, is an
issue that has to be dealt with at high bit rates. Usage of high
nonlinearity fiber (10–15 times nonlinearity of standard fiber)
along with high power EDFAs would make it feasible to operate
the buffer described here at data rates of 40 Gb/s.
The data are unloaded from the memory by incorporating a
NOLM as an optical switch within the buffer. The mechanism
of wavelength-induced XPM within the NOLM is utilized to
erase the buffer. Control pulses injected in the NOLM caused
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